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CFV Mission 
To increase the well-

being and quality of life 

of people living with CF, 

and promote broader 

awareness of CF and 

how it affects the 

community. 
 

CFV Vision 
Lives unaffected by CF. 

About Cystic Fibrosis  

Cystic Fibrosis (CF) is the most common inherited, life threatening illness affecting young Australians 

and there is currently no cure. It is a seriously life-limiting condition requiring relentless treatments, 

significant daily medications, physiotherapy and frequent hospitalisation. People with CF are 

constantly fighting infections, battling malnutrition and struggling against exhaustion.  

CF primarily affects the lungs and digestive system due to a malfunction in the exocrine system, 

responsible for producing saliva, sweat, tears and mucus. People with CF develop an abnormal 

amount of excessively thick and sticky mucus within the lungs, airways and the digestive system. The 

mucus hinders digestive functions of the pancreas and traps bacteria in the lungs causing recurrent 

infections which lead to irreversible damage. Lung failure is the major cause of death for someone 

with CF.  

More than 700 Victorians are currently living with CF and one in 25 is a healthy and generally unaware 

carrier of the defective CF gene. Despite major advances in the treatment of CF, only 50% of those 

born with this condition currently reach their late thirties. Greater understanding, better treatments and 

increased support is now needed. 

 

About Cystic Fibrosis Victoria 

Cystic Fibrosis Victoria (CFV) is the peak community not-for-profit organisation working with and for 

people with CF right across the state. Its mission is to assist everyone affected by CF to be well and live 

fuller lives and to promote broader awareness of CF and how it affects our community. 

CFV provides information, support and guidance to people living with CF and their families. It advocates 

for services and systems that support the CF community and seeks to raise awareness, understanding 

and funds for services and research.  

CFV was founded in 1974 by a group of parents of children with CF and became an incorporated 

Association in 1984. It is governed by a voluntary Board comprising representatives of the CF 

community and those with particular expertise in advancing the mission of CFV.  

As more than 70% of CFV income is derived from fundraising, it relies heavily upon the generosity of the 

Victorian public as well as private philanthropic sources. CFV is striving towards lives unaffected by 

cystic fibrosis but it can’t do it alone. It takes a whole community to care for and conquer CF. 

 

ABN 25 126 031 536 
80 Dodds Street, Southbank Vic 3006 

Phone: +613 9686 1811; Fax: +613 9686 3437 
Email: admin@cfv.org.au; Website: www.cfv.org.au 
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Chairman's Report  

I am again pleased to present the 2016 Annual Report for 

Cystic Fibrosis Victoria Inc. on behalf of your Board. 

We have continued to manage our funds efficiently, 

maintain our governance requirements, mitigate our risks 

and provide our programs and services in line with our 

strategic plan.  The CEO and her team have continued to 

work with focus on meeting our Mission in line with our 

Vision (please refer to the CEO’s Report for more details). 

The Members of CFV have for some time asked CFV to 

undertake or support research.  We have now established 

a cash reserve from recent surpluses specifically for 

research projects.  Additional cash has also been 

received to add to this reserve from donations and bequests marked specially for research.  

This has created the financial confidence to source some research projects.  

The establishment of the Board’s Large Steps Forward (LSF) subcommittee, which I described 

last year, has led to the identification of 13 potential research projects, has assessed each of 

them and submitted two projects for consideration by the Board.  

The first of these was approved.  It is an Australian based concept study to test the ability of 

healthy genes being transferred in nanoparticles through the mucus in the lungs of people with 

CF.  The progress made so far has been very positive and we expect an outcome within 

several months.  This project is costing $149,000.  Assuming this concept study is successful 

and then passes clinical trials this will benefit everyone with CF.   Andrew Venables, CEO of 

Loxegen Pty Ltd, who is undertaking the project, has been invited to speak about this project at 

the AGM. 

The second project is at the final business plan stage.  The LSF subcommittee will continue to 

assess further research projects. 

In addition to our programs and services and these research projects, CFV is undertaking two 

other important areas of longer term actions. 

Firstly, we have made significant progress in Victoria with the Community Education Campaign 

on Carrier Screening (CECCS).  As you may be aware there are approximately 200,000 people 

(4% of the population) in Victoria who are carriers of the CFTR gene changes and 95% of these 

people have no knowledge that they are a carrier.  This program for Victoria, which was 

generously funded by the Rotary Club of Balwyn, is mostly complete and a great success.  The 

concept of CEC on CF Carrier Screening was discussed with all the State and Territory CF 

organisations and CFA via Federation meetings and we have achieved their support to take the 

program across Australia to inform the one million carriers.  The limiting factor in undertaking 

this is to find a source of funding (approximately $200,000). 

Cystic Fibrosis Victoria Annual Report 2016 
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2016 BOARD 

Ross Fraser MAICD BE(Hons)  

(Chairman) 

 

Katherine Kaspar BA LLB (Hons), Grad 

Dip Legal Practice  

(Vice Chair) 

 

Rod Naismith CA, CTA  

(Treasurer)  

 

Julie Noonan MBA  

(Hon Secretary) 

 

Dr Sarath Ranganathan MB, ChB, 

MRCP, FRCPCH, FRACP, PhD  

Reuben Trussler BVsCom  

Louisa Walsh BPhysio (Hons)  

Tony Nicholls BBM, DipBus(Marketing)  

 

 

Secondly, in March 2016 CFV was 

approached by CFNSW to consider whether 

CFV would be interested in merging the two 

state entities.  There had already been some 

discussion across the Federation about how 

inefficient it is for 3300 people living with CF 

in Australia being served through 8 separate 

CF organisations with 8 boards, significant 

duplication, difficulties in making decisions, 

etc.  Our Board considered this opportunity 

would improve the efficiency of both the 

states.  So, following discussions and due 

diligence, both Boards agreed to progress the 

merger up to the point of putting resolutions 

to the members of each state.  The 

resolutions whether to merge or not will be 

put to each of the state General Meetings in 

March/April 2017.  The same detailed 

information about the potential merger and 

the Resolutions will be circulated with the 

papers for each of the General Meetings. 

It takes a lot of resources to achieve what 

CFV does each year.  The Board is 

impressed by, and very appreciative of, the 

number of people who freely commit their 

time and skills to this important cause.   A 

huge thank you to all our volunteers, 

supporters and donors without whom we 

would not be able to provide anywhere near 

as many of the programs and services as we 

do, or raise anywhere near the funds 

required.  The Board thanks you all.  Whether 

you volunteer your time or make a financial 

donation or both we sincerely appreciate your 

generosity. 

I acknowledge and appreciate the 

professionalism of our CEO, our dedicated 

staff and our many volunteers including our 

Board Members.   It is a pleasure to work in 

such a committed organisation.  Without this 

commitment we would not be able to provide the programs and services, create the research 

opportunities and undertake further improvements.   

 

 
 
 

Ross Fraser 
Chairman 

 

MEETINGS ATTENDED 
 

Ross Fraser, Chairman 6 

Katherine Kaspar, Deputy Chair 4 

Rod Naismith, Treasurer 6 

Tony Nicholls 5 

Julie Noorman 5 

Sarath Ranganathan 3 

Reuben Trusler 4 

Louisa Walsh 5 
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report 

It is with great pleasure that I once again report back to our 

members about the work we have been engaged in over the 

past 12 months. It has been a very full year of programs, 

services, events, fundraising activities and advocacy work 

and I believe we have had some significant successes.  As 

in past years I believe that our Strategic Plan provides an 

appropriate framework through which to report our activities 

and measure our progress. 

 
 

Strategic Goal 1 – Delivering innovative and responsive 

programs and services that meet the needs of people 

living with CF, reduce isolation, and support families 

and carers. 

 

We have continued to provide support to our members across 

a variety of areas throughout the year.  

 

 

 

 

 

Support while in hospital: 

Our Boredom Buster Bags, for 

children and adults in hospital, 

were provided by Brody and 

Ellie’s Helping Hand. Our Helping 

Hand Hampers and 

accommodation support are 

provided to members from 

regional Victoria while they are in  

hospital in Melbourne. 

 

Social and peer support activities: 

 

 

 

 Hospital visits:     113 
 Boredom Buster Bags delivered:     100    
 Helping Hand Hampers provided:        53 
 Accommodation support (days) funded:     124 
 TV rental while in hospital (days):   5,262 
 Vic Patient Transport  
 Assistance Scheme (VPTAS) support:        20 

 

 

 8 x support dinners (3 in Melbourne and 5 in regional Victoria) 
 3 x activities for siblings and offspring (1 in Melbourne and 2 in regional Victoria) 
 1 x event for partners and adult siblings 
 1 x afternoon tea for newly diagnosed families 
 1 x afternoon tea for grandparents 
 Support activities (attendees):    160 
 Remembrance Service (attendees):    43 
 Peer support requests:       16 
 Peer support match ups:      20 
 Peer volunteer training programs offered:       1 
 Peer volunteers:       35 
 PEPTalk online peer support (members):       26 
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In addition to developing our own peer support network, in March we were invited to share 

our experience in running peer support programs and presented a workshop to 10 peer 

support leaders from various groups for the Genetic Support Network of Victoria. CFV also 

conducted a training session for Cystic Fibrosis South Australia (CFSA) peer support 

volunteers.  

As part of CFV’s goal to participate in providing a supportive national service where people 

with CF don’t fall through the system as they travel interstate, we continued to liaise with the 

other state CF organisations. For example, with CFSA we trialled a collaborative service 

where we provide support for their members coming to Melbourne for transplant. This 

support includes a city orientation, public transport information and a myki card, assistance 

in finding key services such as a local supermarket and pharmacy.  We believe that people 

with CF should not have to struggle with ‘over the border’ issues when facing significant 

health issues and our aim is to make their Victorian experience as helpful and seamless as 

possible. 

 

Our health and wellbeing support programs are also well utilised 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thanks to generous donations from supporters and corporates we were also able to 

distribute a range of tickets and gifts to the CF community, including: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Financial support: 

 

 

 

 

 

 Equipment loans (days):   1,850   
 Physiotherapy grants:      166 
 Fitness grants:        70 
 Transplant grants:          7 
 Take A Break grants (Andrews Legacy): 12 
 Happy Family grants:        11 
 Holiday cabins (nights):      195 

 

 14 six-month passes to Fitness First gyms 
 80 chocolate Easter bunnies  
 40 Christmas food hampers for families in need 
 Over 80 tickets to AFL games 
 4 tickets to the Australian Open 
 8 tickets for the Melbourne Christmas Party for Special Children 
 5 tickets for the Variety Christmas Party 
 20 movie tickets to a special movie screening of ‘The Secret Life of Pets’   
 7 Aerogen Go nebuliser complete systems and 5 Pari Boy SX nebulisers were given to 

individuals and families with CF who were unable to purchase the physio equipment they 
needed.  

 

 20% reimbursement:     103 
 Emergency assistance:       59 
 Scholarships:         5 
 Upskill for Life placements:       4 
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Information Services 

Our Community Conference was well supported with almost 100 people in attendance and 

we continued to provide information and support to both the CF and general community over 

the phone, via email, or face-to-face. This includes participating in teacher education days at 

the Royal Children’s Hospital and the Monash Children’s Hospital, and providing information 

to schools, kindergartens and child care centres. 

School and childcare can often be a time of significant stress for students and families as 

they juggle school, clinics and hospital stays whilst managing their CF. CFV will increase our 

support for schools, students and families in 2017 through two new programs – Study 

Buddy, funded by Newman’s Own Foundation and CF Smart Online, funded by the Ian 

Potter Foundation. 

 

Community Membership Survey 2016 

In early 2016 we conducted a membership survey to inform and measure the success and 

impact of the work that we do, and to help guide the planning of our future services. The 

survey included collecting information about the effectiveness and appropriateness of 

events, programs and support services, communication and campaigns.  Overall the five 

most helpful programs and support services are: 

 
 20% reimbursement 

 Physiotherapy grants 

 TV rental while in hospital 

 Fitness grants 

 Advocacy for people who have CF and their families. 

 
 
A full copy of the report is available to members and is located on the CFV website 

 

Strategic Goal 2 – Advocating at both an individual and systemic level for supportive 

systems and environments for people with CF and their families and carers. 

 

Our advocacy work over the past 12 months has continued to support Cystic Fibrosis 

Australia (CFA) in their systemic advocacy campaigns around medicines such as Kalydeco 

and Orkambi.  Toward the end of 2016 we heard the devastating news that Orkambi was 

rejected for listing on the PBS and Kalydeco (for 2 – 5 years old) was deferred.  In addition 

to supporting CFA’s initiative CFV developed a campaign to target Victorian Federal 

parliamentarians in 2017. 

At a local level our advocacy work has included assisting and supporting individuals from our 

community across a variety of areas including employment, housing, accessing government 

benefits, legal and hospital matters.   It was pleasing to see that after 18 months of 

advocating on behalf of members who attend the Alfred CF clinic, the Alfred CF Consumer 

Advisory Group finally came into existence.  CFV is a member of that group and there are 

four people with CF who represent the community as part of this group.   
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Additional local and systemic advocacy work included a range of activities 
such as: 

 

Strategic Goal 3 – Raising broader community awareness of CF, with a particular 

focus on increasing awareness and reaching carriers 

 
 

Communications 

Communication and media plays a pivotal role in raising broader 

community awareness and the development, production and publication of 

all media material created by CFV is purposefully aligned with the broader 

strategic goals of the organisation.  

 

Social media has always been an area of strength for CFV and 

Facebook allows us to be very responsive to the community.  We 

make a concerted effort to keep our members and wider 

community updated on relevant matters through social media, 

monthly e-news, and direct mail. On average over 50% of people 

open and engage with this content. The CFV website was visited 

49, 228 times in 2016, a 12.87% increase from 2015.  

Our 65 Roses magazine is also an important tool in raising 

awareness both inside the CF community and beyond.  In 2016 CFV 

proposed to the other CF organisations in Australia the possibility of a 

national magazine and CFV will be developing a magazine with national 

input for distribution mid-year 2017. 

Carrier Screening 
The Community Education Campaign on CF Carrier Screening (CEC) which was funded 

initially by the Rotary Club of Balwyn, continued to raise awareness about CF and CF carrier 

screening.  

 

During the year CFV, together with The X Gene produced and released two short videos 

about CF carrier screening. The videos were uploaded to Facebook, YouTube and the CFV 

website where they have had over 3,000 views. The videos have received positive feedback 

across Victoria, and Australia, and in the US with Cystic Fibrosis News Today uploading and 

sharing one of the videos.   A fact sheet on CF carrier screening was developed with the 

Victorian Clinical Genetics Services (VCGS), and articles were written for the Genetic 

Alliance Australia and Genetic Support Network of Victoria newsletters.  Work has now 

 Providing feedback about care and services at the key CF centres. 

 Lobbying for Wi-Fi access for patients at The Alfred and Monash Medical Centre. 

 Providing feedback on the implementation of the new infection control procedures at 

the Royal Children’s Hospital and the Monash Medical Centre. 

 Participating is a range of consultations such as the review of the Victorian Patient 

Transplant Assistance Scheme (VPTAS), the Patient Voice Initiative to discuss the 

development of a framework to incorporate a broader patient-driven perspective into 

health care decision making and Pharmaceutical Benefits Advisory Committee 

(PBAC), and government reviews and consultations related to health care reform, 

disability services and the NDIS. 
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commenced on the implementation of a National Carrier Screening Campaign with funding 

being sought from various Foundations and Trusts. 

 
Strategic Goal 4 – Supporting and contributing to quality research which is relevant to 

people with CF, and facilitating its dissemination 

During the first part of the year the CFV Board Sub Committee 

‘Large Steps Forward’ reviewed a wide range of projects that 

could be considered for funding.  The decision was made, and 

announced at the ‘Night for CF’ Gala Ball, that CFV would fund 

a proof of concept study for a gene therapy to address the key 

cause of morbidity in CF, which is lung disease. The approach 

uses a bio-degradable nanoparticle which has been developed 

for cancer treatments.  Reports thus far have been 

encouraging.   

There are a large number of research projects around Australia 

that are worthy of support and CFV continues to explore 

projects for further funding opportunities.  One of the main 

criteria for project funding is the capacity of that project to report 

back on key milestones and progress. 

Strategic Goal 5 – A financially robust, sustainable and effective organisation with an 

enthusiastic and thriving team 

In March 2016 CFV and CFNSW started exploring the possibilities of merging our two 

organisations.  Our overarching goal was, and remains, to provide the best possible benefit 

to our communities.  Currently there are 8 CF organisations in Australia serving 3300 people 

with CF and their families with considerable duplication occurring between us.  We believe 

that by merging CFV and CFNSW we will be able to realise greater efficiencies in our 

operations, exploit economies of scale by centralising some functions and thereby provide a 

better service and greater benefit to our CF community.  A merged organisation will also 

have greater access to funding from private sources such as Foundations and Trusts. A 

merged organisation will still be able to manage individual state government contracts and in 

the short to medium term will ensure that funds raised in a specific state will contribute to the 

community of that state. 

A significant amount of work has been done over the past 10 months to determine the best 

possible structure.  There will be even more to be done should the resolution to merge, 

which will be put to the membership at the AGM, be successful.  

Trusts and Foundations 
We have experienced significant support from 

various trusts and foundations during 2016.  The 

generosity of these organisations means we 

have been able to move forward with some 

wonderful new initiatives to help people living 

with CF. The Study Buddy program has enabled 

us to engage a part time employee with an 

education background to work with students 

living with CF who are at risk of falling behind at 

school.  The Ian Potter Foundation’s grant has 

enabled CF Smart to be enhanced as a state of  
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the art website for educating teachers around the needs of students with CF. Finally, we 

started work on a website for families of newly diagnosed children aimed to support new 

parents in the first two years of their child’s life.  These projects will be ready in 2017. 

Every year we witness the positive impacts that the continued support of GW Vowell, the Joe 

White Bequest and William Angliss provide. We are deeply appreciative of this support 

which enables us to deliver these programs and services to our members.  

 

Community Fundraisers 
We are so grateful to all our community fundraisers who work very hard to raise awareness 
and funds to support CFV’s work with individuals and families affected by cystic fibrosis. A 
huge thank you to everyone who organised, participated, donated and supported our 2016 
community fundraising heroes.  Activities included a debutante ball, movie nights, cake 
stalls, tea parties, yoga events, casual dress days, tin rattling, raffles, sausage sizzles, trivia 
nights, birthday parties, school activities, neighbourhood lemonade stands, metafit classes, 
busking and many more.  Each and every activity contributed to funding our programs and 
services.   
 
We are especially heartened by the efforts of our smaller supporters – the children – 
cousins, neighbourhood friends, and siblings who organise small fundraising events such as 
icy pole stalls and lemonade stands.  While the funds raised are important, the support and 
care each and every one shows through their actions is as important.  This gives true 
meaning to the saying that ‘it takes a community to care…for CF’. 

 

Name Funding Target 
The Pierce Armstrong Foundation Siblings events in 4 locations in Victoria 

Ian Potter Foundation CFSmart website and e-learning modules for teachers 

GW Vowell 
 

Physiotherapy equipment and Fitness Programs for low 
income individuals, TV hire, and transplant assistance 

Joe White Bequest 
 

Physiotherapy equipment, Fitness programs and 
emergency financial assistance 

Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation General operations 

Equity Trustees Ltd Emergency accommodation for families 

The Andrews Foundation Physio and massage equipment for Monash Medical 
Centre 

The Marian and EH Flack Trust 
 

Physiotherapy equipment, Fitness programs and 
emergency financial assistance 

Newman’s Own Foundation 
 

Study Buddy Program – includes a part-time employee to 
work with students with CF 

Harcourts 
 

To fund a physiotherapy massage therapist for the 
massage program at Monash 

William Angliss 
 

Emergency accommodation for regional families and 
emergency financial assistance 

Mazda Foundation 
 

To fund a physiotherapy massage therapist for the 
program at Monash, and Study Buddy equipment such as 
laptops and iPads for disadvantaged students 

Flora and Frank Leith Charitable 
Trust 

Equipment for disadvantaged students such as laptops, 
software and ipads 

Vertex Pharmaceuticals Development of a website for Newly Diagnosed 
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Community fundraising events 2016 

 Twenty/Twenty Cricket Fundraiser 

 FinancePath Charity Golf Day 

 Fitness with Friends/Metafit Class for 

Bella 

 St Pauls Fundraiser 

 Breathe Easy Cocktail Party & Golf Day 

 Breathe Easy Golf Day 

 CF Football Round – Skye Football & 

Netball Club 

 Cranbourne East SC Camping at School 

 Mt Waverley Secondary College 

 Heathmont Jets Football Club CF Round 

 Charity and Fun Ladies Lunch 

 Mimosa Homes Casual Dress Day 

 Canteri Bros Construction BBQ 

 Freedom Riders Australia 

 Cycle for CF – Adelaide to Melbourne 

 Women of Rye Charity Lunch 

 Bunnings Sausage Sizzle 

 Chadstone Harlequins Cricket T20 Match 

 CF Fundraising BBQ 

 Panarcadian Assoc of Melbourne 

Mother’s Day 

 Keysborough Golf Club Charity Event 

 Christine Doran Tatra Luncheon 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Major fundraising events 2016 

Around Australia 65 Roses month is celebrated in May with the primary goal of raising 

awareness of CF in the wider community as well as raising funds through various activities 

and events.  In 2016 armed with fresh roses (courtesy of Wafex) our wonderful volunteers 

braved the chilly temperature of Melbourne’s CBD to sell roses and tin rattle on the last 

weekend of May, helping raise over $10,000 in two days.  Over $65,000 was raised from tin 

rattling, rose and merchandise sales, challenges and fundraising events.  

 

Our ‘Festival for CF’ on March 12th attracted significant attention at Federation Square. Many 

stopped and watched the entertainment which gave CFV the opportunity to talk to people 

about CF and the challenges that families and individuals face managing the condition. 

While Festival for CF was originally part of 65 Roses month in May, in 2016 the festival was 

moved to March in the hope of better weather and a larger crowd.  The festival would not 

have been the success it was without the support of our dedicated volunteers, event partner 

City of Melbourne and our wonderful ambassador and MC Keegs (Keegan Bakker) from Fox 

FM.  
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EVENT PARTICIPANTS 
Great Strides Melbourne 1100 
Great Strides Bendigo 230 
Crazy Hair Day 44 
A Night for CF – Gala Ball 291 
Festival for CF Public Event 

 

 

 

We also conducted a variety of other 

fundraising events throughout the year 

including:  

Appeals 

A big thank you to our community and corporate partners who 

helped make the appeals successful. Growth of these appeals is 

a strong indicator of increased engagement with our broader 

community. Promotion of the appeals was particularly strong with an initial appeal letter 

going out to members, past donors and wider community members, which was then 

supported by a strong social media campaign, distribution through our magazine and e-

newsletter, as well as multiple EDM’s leading up to the closing date of the appeals. 

 

Corporate Support 
Thank you to our corporate and organisational partners who helped us make 2016 such a 

success.  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 Alcohol and Drug Foundation  Anna Blatman Gallery 

 Antarctica Flights  Bendigo Advertiser 

 Brodie and Ellie’s Helping Hand  Country Racing Victoria 

 Carpet Call  City of Melbourne 

 CF Nightingales  Den Interiors 

 East Malvern Community Bank - Bendigo Bank  FinancePath 

 Hawthorn Football Club  Leader Community Newspapers 

 Maurice Blackburn Lawyers  Mimosa Homes 

 Powersource Promotions  Rotary Club of Balwyn 

 Runner’s World Magazine  Ricoh 

 Rotary Club of East Keilor  Ros Ritchie Wines 

 RACV  Technipro 

 Triple M Morning Show 

 The Melbourne Costume Group 

 Rebel Legion 

 501st Legion 

 

 Wafex 

 The Commonwealth Staff Social 

and Charity Club (CSSCC) 
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Government Funding 
Approximately 25% of CFV’s funding comes from the Victorian State 

Government through the Home and Community Care (HACC) 

program which provides support for our advocacy, peer support and 

information services.  

Bequests 
CFV were very fortunate to receive a number of bequests in 2016.  We are grateful to all 

those who provided a gift to CFV through their Will.  Of particular note was a significant 

bequest from the Estate of Mr Herbert George Pearson of Wangaratta. Just over 80% of this 

bequest has been allocated to research for a cure.  

Volunteers  
The not-for-profit sector relies heavily on the support of 

volunteers and CFV is no different.  In 2016 there were 

four major events in which we needed help from 

volunteers in order to ensure the event was successful.  

We are fortunate to recruit volunteers from a variety of 

sources including our own community.  We also use a 

small bank of regular volunteers in the office where 

tasks are largely administrative. Over the year we had 

168 people volunteer with 83 of them being returning 

volunteers. 

In 2017 we will be launching our recognition program for 

volunteers. We understand and appreciate how integral 

volunteers are to CFV and we hope that this program 

will highlight the amazing work that is completed by our 

volunteers and also encourage them to volunteer on a 

regular basis.  

The speaker program was also a focus last year as it such an important program when trying 

to raise awareness within the wider community. Over the year we had 16 different events for 

our volunteer speakers. The type of presentations varied from formal talks at Rotary clubs 

and educational institutions, to more casual talks at school assemblies and community 

fundraisers.  

We are very grateful for the gift of time and skills that our wonderful volunteers so freely give. 
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In Conclusion 

It has been a very busy year at CFV as we continue to support and assist individuals and 

families affected by cystic fibrosis.  We are profoundly grateful to those members of our 

community who support our work by fundraising, volunteering at events, attending activities 

and supporting and encouraging each other.  

I would like to thank CFV’s Board of Directors and particularly our Chairman, Ross Fraser.  

Leading and managing an organisation can be challenging and it is only when one has the 

support and confidence of an engaged Board that organisations can thrive.   

We are a very small team focused on doing big 

things.  We would not be able to achieve what we 

do without all staff being prepared to give that 

little bit extra.  I am very proud of the team at 

CFV, they are all extremely committed to the task 

of supporting our CF community, as individuals 

they are skilled and team oriented, and like our 

volunteers, they have big hearts!  Thank you for 

all that you do. 

Finally, to those individuals and families in our 

community affected by cystic fibrosis, I would 

like to reassure you all that CFV will always act 

in your best interests, and we will never give up 

in ensuring your voices are heard. 
 

 

 

Karin Knoester   

Chief Executive 
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…..Another strong year consolidates 

CFV’s financial position to continue to 

improve all lives within the CF 

community…. 

TREASURER’S REPORT 

I am pleased to report that CFV has delivered a result 

which will enable CFV to continue to support all of the 

CF community in the short and long term.  

In the past few years, CFV has consolidated and 

improved its financial results. This is vitally important to 

the organisation and the CF community to ensure that 

CFV can continue to support and improve the lives of all 

within the CF community.  

Similar to last year the charity and not for profit sector 

continues to face challenging times with competition to 

secure valuable funds and resources. I am therefore 

delighted to report that CFV has been able to improve its result compared to last year.  

The improvement in the current years result is a credit to the entire CFV team continuing to 

focus on operating a lean organisation to ensure that the value of support services, 

advocacy, community communication and programs delivered to the community is 

maximised. It is noted that the value CFV delivered to the community was achieved with a 

similar level of income, compared to the prior year.   

In 2016, CFV has continued to take a balanced approach of delivering upon the immediate 

needs of the community whilst at the same time considering future investments into long-

term projects, which the Chairman has outlined in his report.   

In 2016, CFV generated an increase in our cash holdings of $121,210.  The cash position 

provides long-term viability to CFV and continues to provide comfort to members that CFV 

will be well placed to support all members of the CF community. 

During the year, the Board continued its research, investigation and consideration into a 

number of strategic initiatives with the objective of seeking to make a significant positive 

impact on the lives of those in the community.  In light of our financial position, CFV was able 

to make its first significant investment into research. The Board is continuing to work hard to 

explore further opportunities to improve the lives of all those touched by CF.  

I commend to you the financial statements for the period 1 January 2016 to 31 December 

2016. 

 

R D Naismith, CA, CTA 
CFV Treasurer 
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